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getLambda Get Optimal Lambda value

Description

Computes optimal lambda value using boxcox function from the provided data.

Usage

getLambda(dat, lambda = seq(-10, 10, 1/100), parallel = TRUE)

Arguments

dat a data frame containing the variables of numeric or integer vectors.
lambda a vector of values of lambda – default (-10, 10) in steps of 0.01.
parallel perform the computation in parallel, default setting is TRUE.

Value

a numeric vector

References


Examples

## Not run: getLambda(mtcars)
getLambda(mtcars, parallel = FALSE)
normalise

Apply normalisation on a numeric vector using a specific Lambda value

Description

Apply normalisation on a numeric vector using a specific Lambda value

Usage

```r
normalise(x, lambda = 3)
```

Arguments

- `x`: a numeric vector to be normalised.
- `lambda`: a numeric vector from the `boxcox` function

Value

a numeric vector

Examples

```r
x <- c(1, 5, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 11, 11, 12)
normalise(x, lambda = 3)
```

normaliseData

Apply normalisation on a data frame using specific Lambda value

Description

Apply normalisation on a data frame using specific Lambda value

Usage

```r
normaliseData(dat, lambdas)
```

Arguments

- `dat`: a data frame containing the variables.
- `lambdas`: a numeric vector from the `boxcox` function

Value

a data frame
Examples

## Not run: normaliseData(mtcars, getLambda(mtcars, parallel = FALSE))
normaliseData(mtcars, getLambda(mtcars, parallel = FALSE))

normalrShiny

**Shiny application of the normalr**

Description

Shiny application of the normalr

Usage

normalrShiny(example = "normalr")

Arguments

example name of the shiny apps

Examples

## Not run: normalrShiny()

testData

**Test dataset for the paper**

Description

Test dataset for the paper

Usage

testData

Format

An object of class data.frame with 957 rows and 9 columns.
Index
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